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What co-varies in backward variable binding? Keir Moulton McSIRG 13 May 2010



The game plan First, I want to argue that some cases of backwards variable binding are real, in the sense that they don’t involve reconstruction or “logophoric” interpretations. Then I want to examine what is special about the verbs that allow backward binding. It seems limited to causatives, with psych-verbs (the most famous instance of backward binding) just being a sub-case (Arad 1998; Pesetsky 1995). (1)



Backward Binding (adapted from Pesetsky 1995, (124a)) a. The remark (made) about his1 hair made every boy1 angry. b. Remarks about his1 hair made every boy1 angry.



My main question today is: What co-varies (as a function of the quantifier) in backward binding? Intuitively, what co-varies is not just the pronoun, but the whole subject that contains the pronoun: for every boy, there are different remarks: (2)



≈ For every boy1 there were different remarks about his1 hair that made him1 angry.



Even so, this intuitively simple approach (letting the QP QR) involves a weak cross-over violation. If it involves QR to bind the pronoun, why is it not as bad as: 1



(3)



Weak Crossover *His1 mother loves every boy1



And why doesn’t embedding the pronoun into a subject that itself co-varies make (3) better: (4)



*A friend of his1 mother loves every boy1 . 6= For every boy1 there is a friend of his1 mother that loves him1



What I want to try out—very tentatively, because this I am amateur in these matters—is that the examples in (1) really do involve QRing the QP to get covariation for the pronoun (or give the appearance of a “bound variable”). What distinguishes (1) from (3)/(4) is the nature of the subject in which the “bound pronoun” is part (I’ll call this the Pronoun Container): a WCO violation doesn’t arise if the Pronoun Container is or is part of a subject that describes situations and those situations co-vary wrt to the quantifier. I then want to argue that this allows the pronoun to be interpreted as a D-type pronoun. So we want to try out for (1) something like: (5)



a. b.



The remark about his1 hair made every boy1 angry. ≈ For every boy, there is a (causing) situation s in which there were remarks about THE BOY in s’s hair and s made the boy angry.



The idea with D-type pronouns (or E-type) is that they involve hidden determiners with elided NP content Elbourne (2005). So THE BOY’S = his. (We’ll need to make sure the causing situation contains just one boy so it is the unique boy. This is rough and the details of situation semantics will have to wait.) In (3)/(4), the Pronoun Container isn’t part of something that describes situations that co-vary wrt to the quantifier.
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1 Backwards variable binding Causative/Psych Backward Binding One of the first and most famous places where backwards binding came up involved psych verbs (Belletti and Rizzi 1988). Often in the literature, examples were given with reflexives and reciprocals, not variables bound by quantifiers: (6)



a. Each other’s supporters worreid Freud and Jung. b. Each other’s remarks annoyed John and Mary. c. *Each other’s parents harmed John and Mary. d. *Each other’s teachers insulted John and Mary. (Pesetsky 1995, ex. 121b, 122, 127b,c)



But we can show that the same holds of bound variable interpretations: (7)



a. His1 supporters worried every psychiatrist1 . b. False descriptions of his1 life annoyed every person1 here. c. *His1 supporters harmed every psychiatrist1 . d. *False descriptions of his1 life insulted every psychiatrist1 .



That bound variable interpretations are possible will be important in a bit. The old line, of course, is that this “binding” meant that the argument structure of psych-verbs is such that at some level the theme is lower than the experiencer (Belletti and Rizzi 1988). Lots of people point out that backward binding is possible in a wider set of cases, such as causatives: (8)



a. b. c. d.



Each other’s remarks made John and Mary angry. Pictures of himself give John the creeps. Pictures of each other caused John and Mary to start crying. Each other’s criticism forced John and Mary to confront their problems. (Pesetsky 1995, ex. 124a,d, 125a,b)



Again, variable binding is possible: (9)



a. His1 supporters made every psychiatrist1 angry. b. False descriptions of his1 life gave every person1 the creeps. c. ?His1 bad behavior caused lasting harm to every psychiatrist1 . d. Damaging descriptions of his1 techniques forced every psychiatrist1 to address his problems.



So it’s not just psych verbs that show backwards binding; most suggest that psych-verbs should be considered a special case of causatives. 3



1.1 Not reconstruction As noted, one line on backward binding is to suggest that bound variable interpretations arise because of reconstruction, which means these surface subject must move from a position below the binder. (I.e. the analysis of Belletti and Rizzi (1988) for psych-verbs; see also Pesetsky (1995)). Not a possible solution for (exempt) reflexives and reciprocals because binder doesn’t have to c-command (Pollard and Sag 1992, Canc¸ado and Franchi 1999, Pesetsky 1990, and Iwata 1995). (10)



The picture of himself in Newsweek shattered the peace of mind that John had spent the last six months trying to restore. (Pollard and Sag 1992, ex. (62c))



On any attempt to put the subject below the causee (the peace of mind that . . . still fails to get the reflexive c-commanded by John. And with variable binding: (11)



The picture of his1 ugly mug in Newsweek shattered the confidence that every boy1 had spent the last six months trying to restore.



So messing around with the argument structure—and using reconstruction to get the right c-command relations—won’t help. (See Landau (2009) on what happens once the backward anaphora facts are taken out of the psych-verb literature.)



1.2 Logophors Another tradition recognizes that there is no c-command relation in backward binding at any level of representation, but suggests that the reflexives and reciprocals are “logophoric” (Iwata 1995, Sato and Kishida 2009, Landau 2009, among others). It is often suggested that perspectival or logophoric notions capture backward binding (see e.g. that Zribi-Hertz (1989). Note for instance that we are saying something about the experiencers state of mind in psychreports and some causative cases (see below on this). But does “logophoricity” give rise to co-variation?
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(12)



a. b.



The picture of his1 assailant in Newsweek shattered the peace of mind that every guy1 had spent the last year trying to restore. Remarks about his1 hair are apt to make every boy1 angry.



It is true of course that there is certainly something to the idea that wider discourse level constraints are at work (why not!) but it is not clear whether that has to do with reflexives in particular or binding in general. The following clearly show some contrast between happy and famous, which might relate to point-of-view (or whatever): (13)



a. Pictures of herself1 made Ruth1 happy. b. *Pictures of herself1 made Ruth1 famous. (reported in Sato and Kishida 2009)



(14)



a. That book about herself1 struck Mary1 as embarrassing. b. *That book about herself1 struck Mary1 on the head. (Bouchard 1992: 295)



But does point-of-view (or whatever is going on here) interact with variable binding? Not so clearly: (15)



a.



Nude photos of him1 are not likely to make any actor1 here that much more famous. b. ?Nude photos of himself1 are not likely to make John1 that much more famous.



(16)



a. ?Several books about his1 company struck every business man1 on the head. b. *Several books about himself1 struck every business man1 on the head.



Here are some other cases where I don’t detect point-of-view being at play: (The more deeply embedded the pronoun, the better the WCO—Sportiche[1996]) (17)



a. b.



His1 poor background shouldn’t prevent any of these boys1 from being considered. The fact that he1 was not in the room doesn’t suggest/prove that any of these boys1 is innocent.



But even if there is a component of backward binding that involves notions like “logophoricity”/point of view (and it’s not clear there is for variable binding), we still have to get co-variation for the pronouns and that seems to require binding by the quantifier. 5



1.3 Summary So co-variation of the pronoun—as far as I can tell—requires the quantifier to scope high.



But then we should get a WCO violation! Interestingly, Pica and Snyder (1995) argue that really there is no WCO violations, just cases where it is really difficult to get wide scope. They show evidence that the badness of WCO is directly proportional to the availability of wide-scope for the quantifier over the position the bound pronoun is in. Pica and Snyder cite Snyder’s own experimental work in favor of this correlation. (I’ve been leaving aside wh-movement cases.) All data from Pica and Snyder (1995), p. 3-4, (3)-(8). (18)



Double object datives a. *John gave someone everything (Wide Scope on everything) b. *John gave its1 owner every paycheck1 c. *What1 did John give its1 owner t1 d. *John gave his1 own master Fido1



(19)



Perceptual reports a. *Mary saw someone greet everyone (Wide Scope on everyone) b. *Mary saw his1 host greet everyone1 c. *Who1 did Mary see his1 host greet d. *Mary saw his1 own host greet Ted1



(20)



Monotransitives a. ??Someone likes everyone (Wide Scope on everyone) b. ??His1 mother likes everyone1 c. ??Who1 does his1 mother like t1 d. ??His1 own mother likes Ted1



(21)



Prepositional datives a. Mary gave something to everyone (Wide Scope on everyone) b. ?Mary gave his1 paycheck to everyone1 c. ?To whom1 did Mary give his1 paycheck t1 d. ?Mary gave his1 own paycheck to Ted1



(22)



Put-locatives a. Mary put something on every box (Wide Scope on every box) 6



b. ?Mary put its1 label on every box1 c. ?On what box1 did Mary put its1 label d. ?Mary put its1 own label on the box1 So it’s not a new idea idea that both (23-a) and (23-b) involves crossover but that—for some reason—this is better in one and not the other. (23)



a. *His1 mother loves everyone1 . b. His1 mother should make everyone1 leave.



Is it true that inverse scope is better in the (b) case than the (a) case? (24)



a. b.



Someone loves everyone. Someone should make everyone leave.



I am not sure, and I find it hard to accept Pica and Snyder: wide scope might be hard in some cases, but the weak-crosser over is almost impossible. We need to find a difference between causative subject (incl. psych verb themes) and other kinds of subjects such that binding is possible in one and not the other:



2 Speculation #1 The difference between (23-a) and (23-b) has to do with whether the subject argument of the verb is one that can be fulfilled by an event or situation— rather than just an ordinary individual. This is true for causative constructions (a) and psych constructions (b): (25)



a. b.



{That event/Mary’s losing/the rain/the destruction } made/caused/forced /gave-cause-for everyone leave. {That event/Mary’s losing/the rain/the destruction } worried/amused/ frightened/occupied/angered everyone.



And this is not true for many run of the mill transitive verbs—those that show WCO violations.
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(26)



*{That event/Mary’s losing/the rain/the destruction } loved/hit/. . .



Wild speculation: suppose that what co-varies in (successful) backward binding is a subject that denotes a situation. This means that even if the subject looks like a DP, it is part of a situation that is the causer (this is not intended as a serious analysis of causatives, but gets my hunch across): (27)



Nude photos of him1 are not likely to make any actor1 here that much more famous. ≈ For no actor x is there a situation s, s.t. s is (or contains) nude pictures of x, s.t. s is likely to make x famous.



But how does this help us capturing when the variable can be bound or not?



3 Speculation #2 Backwards bound variables are really D-type pronouns. They co-vary as a function of the situations they are in. D-type pronouns (aka E-type pronouns): pronouns that get a co-varying interpretation from non-commanding quantifiers: (28)



Every boy who owns a donkey beats it.



A recent and popular account is Elbourne (2005), who argues that the pronoun is really: (29)



Every boy who owns a donkey beats the donkey.



It takes a situation semantics (where uniqueness of the donkey is ensured) to capture the right interpretation, which I can’t implement right now for my cases. But: one of Elbourne’s strategies is to show that you can get co-varying interpretations of definites in those cases where a D-type analysis applies.
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(30)



a. b.



If John own a donkey, he beats it/the donkey EVery farmer who owns a donkey, beats the donkey.



Buring (2005) argues that Binding out of DP (BOOD) involves a D-type pro¨ noun; and here we can get a dependent definite (at least as well as Buring’s BOOD cases): (31)



a. b.



Every boy1 ’s mother loves him1 . Every boy’s mother loves the boy.



Of course this isn’t wonderful, but it’s not bad. Now we can see that all those cases that involve backward binding work with the pronoun replaced by a dependent (i.e. co-varying) definite: (32)



a. b.



Pictures of the boy amused every boy Pictures of the boy amused every boy’s mother



(33)



a. b.



Pictures of the boy made every boy famous. Pictures of the the boy made every boy’s mother famous.



(34)



a. b.



the pictures they took of him made every boy famous the pictures they took of the boy made every boy famous



(35)



Having the boy’s picture taken like that made every boy famous



(36)



a. b.



The fact that the boy was in trouble puts every boy on the suspect list. cf. What puts every boy on the suspect list is the fact that the boy was in trouble.



4 Crossover and D-type pronouns D-type pronouns show WCO effects (Buring 2005) (which is to say, you can’t ¨ backward bind—here at least—a D-type pronoun): (37)



a. Every knight who courted a lady visited herD −type mother. b. *HerD −type mother visited every knight who courted a lady. (Buring 2005: 25(45a)) ¨ 9



So if the co-varying pronoun in (1) and backward binding in general involves a D-type pronoun, then we need to know why it doesn’t give rise to crossover but Buring’s kind does. The relevant difference—at least on my speculations— ¨ is that the “container” for the D-type pronoun is not in a phrase that describes a situation that co-varies. *
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